
TAV Operator

Vos activités

Responsible for tire consulting work, operating geometry and balancing
equipment. Support Truck Tires Sales Specialists, making customer
orientation reports, with the aim of leveraging truck tire sales within the
operating region.

Guidance to the customer, through measurements and data collection
with alignment, balancing and TMS system equipment and, as a
consequence, the sending of technical reports with instructions for best
practices at the customer.

Provide theoretical and practical monitoring and balancing training to
the tire maintenance team and fleet vehicles, through customer service.

Issuance of warranty reports, through analysis of products claimed by
the customer.

 

Votre profil

- Technical Knowledge in vehicle geometry and mounting tires;

- Technical Knowledge in Truck Tires;

- High School Completed;

- Basic knowledge in IT;

 

Notre offre

Pronto para dirigir com a Continental? Dê o primeiro passo e preencha o
formulário online.

A propos de nous

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for the
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company provides safe, efficient, smart and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machinery, traffic and transportation.
In 2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently
employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On
October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. With
its premium portfolio of the division of cars, trucks, buses, two-wheelers
and special tires, the Tires sector of the group provides innovative
solutions in the area of tire technology. Smart products and services
related to tires and the promotion of sustainability complete the product
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portfolio. For specialized dealers and fleet managers, the Tires sector
offers digital tire monitoring and management systems, in addition to
other services, with the objective of guaranteeing the operation of fleets
and increasing their efficiency. With the supplied tires, Continental
makes a significant contribution to safe, efficient and environmentally
friendly mobility.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill out the online
form.


